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Abstract—Due to Internet’s remarkable success, its architecture
is being challenged to attend new applications requirements such
as mobility, security and Quality of Experience (QoE), among
others. The requirements that the architecture faces today are
far away from the design principles of the protocols in the
sixties. Several research initiatives are based on a clean-slate
approach, a disruptive view that might result in a completely
new network. Our research group proposed the Entity Title Architecture (ETArch), a clean-slate Software Defined Networking
(SDN) based approach that currently is able to satisfy applications
requirements such as support to multicast traffic, mobility and
QoE. This work goes further and presents the deployment of
ETArch on a telecommunications service provider network. This
work contributes to Future Internet initiatives by presenting a
viable approach to deploy new network architectures on top of
current providers networks.
Keywords–Software-Defined Networking;Domain Title Service;
Workspace; Telecommunications.

I. I NTRODUCTION
Despite the huge success, the Internet architecture is facing
a completely new technological context that defies its evolution. In spite of its ubiquity, the Internet has some difficulties
to attend new applications requirements, such as mobility,
security and Quality of Experience (QoE), among others [1].
The developed protocols contributed for the current Internet
success but the requirements that the architecture faces today
are far away from their design principles [2] of the sixties.
Several research initiatives [3][4] are on their way in order
to provide a solution for the new demands regarding the
Internet architecture. One of the approaches to evolve Internet
architecture is based on a clean-slate view [5], which suggests
drastic changes and might result in a completely new network.
In order to experiment with these new network architectures, several infrastructures are being deployed around the
world, such as OFELIA [6] in the Europe, GENI [7] in the
United States and FIBRE [8] in Brazil in a joint effort with
Europe. These infrastructures enable the deployment and the
scaling of the experiments that are necessary to face current Internet scale, however ongoing efforts are using infrastructures
that are apart from the current Internet.
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Although there are several contributions at a global level,
it is not easy to reproduce the research outside a laboratory
environment. Experiments involving small equipment sets with
few users are an important step for a research validation.
However, before going to production, this research must be
deployed into real infrastructures and the validation must
take into account around millions of users. In this scenario,
it becomes a critical issue because the companies do not
release their plant and environment in order to be manipulated
by researchers with the fear of risking themselves because
somehow could affect the services provided for the public.
In previous work, our research group proposed the Entity
Title Architecture (ETArch) [9], a clean-slate Software Defined
Networking (SDN) based approach which aims at satisfying
different applications requirements, such as support to multicast traffic [10] , mobility [11], and QoE [12].
The present work goes further and presents and details
the deployment of ETArch at a telecommunication service
provider production network. This initiative represents an important path towards the actual deployment of Future Internet
initiatives on real networks.
ETArch architecture guarantees the possibility of implementing a clean slate SDN network, in a telecom operator, by
using the concept of horizontal addressing based on titles, an
unambiguous designation of an entity. In a traditional scenario,
involving residential customers connected to a commercial
network, an alteration in their access methods is induced in
a non-conventional way. All of this happens without great
setbacks for the final user and a ETArch based chat application
is executed with traffic monitoring among the participants.
After this deployment, there is a firm intention to promote
a set of developments which can attest the efficiency and
potentiality of this solution collaborating so that the future
Internet can answer to a series of current and future demands.
The remainder of this work is organized as follows: Section
II presents an overview of related work about deployment of
new network architectures on top of current networks. Section
III introduces ETArch concepts and presents the operator
infrastructure. Section IV describes the technical aspects of
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the deployment. Section V presents some results of the current
work and finally, Section VI presents some concluding remarks
and future work.

II. R ELATED W ORK
Several research groups has initiatives in order to make
Internet capable to support the new requirements that challenges the current Internet architecture. One of the approaches
is to decouple the architecture and the infrastructure and
the OpenFlow standard is cited as one of the most popular
solutions to this end [13][14][15]. Some of these initiatives
goes towards the direction to deploy the research results onto
real environments.
BeHop [16] has an interesting approach, by implementing
a wireless testbed for dense WiFi networks frequently found in
residential and corporative environments. This prototype was
implemented in a campus with about thirty active users as
“guinea pigs” allowing researchers to study and evaluate pros
and cons of new ways of controlling WiFi networks. BeHop
supplies a general purpose framework for experimenting new
techniques in order to control power, channel allocations and
associations.
The integration between BeHop and the production network showed the benefits of an implementation in the actual
world while maintaining the aimed flexibility to process others
experiments. It was essential to study and to evaluate the
WiFi management strategies and its impacts on the conditions
found in a real network such as clients diversity, mobility,
and interference with neighbor networks. A testbed was used
in order to transport real traffic of users connected to WiFi
devices and at the same time to keep the flexibility to apply
frequent changes and occasionally force the network down
aiming to show network resilience.
Yiakoumis’ work [17] points out the possibility of leaving
the network control to the user instead of the Internet Service
Provider (ISP). This statement raised controversies and contrary opinions have been coming up but the defended idea is
to allow that the user’s choice can guide the network traffic
managing not only inside residences but also inside the ISP
[18].
An interesting implementation has been made by Hampel,
Steiner and Bu [19]. They suggest the idea of the SDN in an
operator, but on top of an Internet Protocol (IP) network. In this
case, OpenFlow capable elements run vertical forwarding to
interoperate with a legacy infrastructure using IP in consonance
with routing traditional protocols.
All these proposals have in common the approach that
new solutions could be created by using current network
infrastructure. These new solutions are decoupled from the
network infrastructure and enables new types of experiments
using a SDN based approach.
This study also is based on the assumption that SDN is
the enabler of changes in the network which would make it
more programmable and flexible. However, it goes further and
deploys a clean-slate network architecture on top of a legacy
infrastructure at a real network operator. A particular feature of
ETArch is that it aims at supporting the application communication requirements over time and support these requirements
from top to lower layers of the protocol stack.
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III. E NTITY T ITLE A RCHITECTURE (ETA RCH ) P ILOT
Countless researches are being made with the intention
of recreate the Internet architecture that collaborates for the
evolution of this great worldwide network. The more expressive proposals have built a large-scale experimentation
facility, supporting both research on networks and services,
by gradually federating existing and new testbeds for emerging
or future Internet technologies [20][4]. Joining this researchers
initiative around the world, the ETArch Pilot group intends to
create conditions so that researches in future experiments leave
the laboratory and go to the actual world.
The suggested architecture in this work has as basic point
of view to semantically approximate upper and lower layers
and for that it uses the ETArch proposal operating over a
commercial network. When it comes to this model it foresees
the possibility of attending Internet demands whether current
or future ones. ETArch is a clean slate network architecture
in which identification and addressing schemes are based in
an independent topology designation that uniquely identifies
an Entity: its Title. ETArch transport mechanism is based
on a logical channels named Workspace which is capable of
unifying multiples communication entities.
Entities in the Title Model [21] differ from the defined
concept in some literatures and they are not considered simple
resources inside a network but beings whose communication
needs must be understood and supported by the Service Layer
and then by the lower layers as Physical and Link layers.
Hereinafter ETArch main concepts and components are better
detailed.
An Entity has list of requirements and capacities related
to communication. An entity may be an equipment, a user,
an application, a thing, and so on. It has at least one title
and one location, known as Point of Attachment (PoA). From
mobility point of view such separation is important because
an entity’s location could change over time. These entities can
relate among themselves and through such relations they can
inherit properties, except the title [9][22].
A group of Titles is bundled in a Namespace which
also must have a single title. A Title can be represented by a tuple and its specification could be such
as Namespace::Identification-entity. On the other hand,
Workspace is a logic bus, independently of underlying topology, with which entities can be attached to be part of a
communication domain. The entities addressing happens in an
application level and these entities do not communicate directly
but they communicate through a workspace.
The Workspace can work on wired and wireless networks.
The workspace has the following properties: a title; a group of
Network Elements (NE); a list of capacities; the visibility; and
a list of requirements. The title identifies that workspace in a
unique way. The NE list represents the physical infrastructure
that supports the workspace. The capacities indicate the properties that the workspace must satisfy regarding communication
such as QoS and security parameters. The requirements must
be supported by one entity that wants to attach to a given
workspace.
A Workspace is created when an entity produces some kind
of thing that can be consumed by other entities such as in a
file sharing, a content or a video streaming. It is controlled by
a Domain Title Service (DTS), which has the responsibilities
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Figure 2. MetroEthernet Topology
Figure 1. Components of the Architecture - DTS, DTSA, Entity, Title and
Workspace.

mentioned as follows: titles resolution, entities management
and their relationship with their Entities and Titles relation
management. The DTS is constituted by DTS Agents (DTSAs)
and it has a base of knowledge with information from the
environment so it is possible to monitoring and controlling the
requisites from an entity. The DTSA manages the entities cycle
of life from the beginning to the activities end. The Figure 1
shows an illustration of a Workspace controlled by DTSAs
encompassing some NEs.
IV. D EPLOYMENT AND E XPERIMENTATION
This work proposes the deployment of a testbed based on
ETArch architecture as a response to the challenges regarding
future internet. By considering that current Internet is an
ubiquitous architecture, it is desirable that any changes would
be transparent to the users around the world.
By having that ETArch can be deployed on openflow
switches, it is possible to implement it by using a telecom
operator MetroEthernet network. At the last mile, OpenFlow
based switches will be deployed as customer premise equipments.
The operator where this work was conducted is Algar Telecom [23]. A Brazilian operator located in the southeast region
of the country. Considering 2014 information, the company has
1.321 million customers and 380 thousand customers in the
broadband access. The deployment in this work considers the
technologies related to this group of broadband access users.
The MetroEthernet network topology is based on primary
and secondary rings as depicted in the Figure 2. Home users
are connected to the secondary rings. The primary rings are
distributed over the interconnected area and link the secondary
rings. Such equipments in their vast majority operate with
Synchronous Digital Hierarchy (SDH) or Dense Wavelength
Division Multiplexing (DWDM) [24]. Primary rings are characterized by throughput superior to 100 Gbps. Secondary rings
link smaller geographic area and their throughput are under 40
Gbps.
To provide access to the customers in the last mile, the
operator uses different access technologies such as Asymmetric
Digital Subscriber Line (ADSL), Very-high-bit-rate Digital
Subscriber Line (VDSL) and Fiber To The Home (FTTH) [25].
Usually the customers are connected to the secondary rings.
In some cases, the customers requires higher throughput rates
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Figure 3. OpenFlow Network

such as in a private condominium, a commercial building or a
big company. These customers can be connected to the primary
ring as depicted in the Figure 2. In typical ADSL access, the
modem is connected to a Digital Subscriber Access Method
(DSLAM), which in turn is attached to the secondary ring in
a Metro Network. Secondary rings are aggregated in primary
ring that connects to the IP routing core.
Two or more areas (domains) will be linked by a virtual
networking, by using IP networks, providing researches and
developers with an actual usage scenario for the deployments
and tests. At a local environment, inside an area, OpenFlow
switches are directly linked to each other, as represented by
Figure 2.
However, as shown in the operator’s network the OpenFlow
switches would be separated by an IP structure that does not
implement such specification conforming Figure 3.
There are several challenges related with the deployment
of ETArch on a MetroEthernet network infrastructure. For
example, ETArch does not use the TCP/IP protocol stack on its
control and data planes. The legacy infrastructure is completely
based on TCP/IP. To solve the problem it was necessary to use
a strategy where the ETArch components could communicate
in a transparent way over the legacy infrastructure. By using
this approach, the legacy infrastructure would work only as a
forwarding plane. As a result, the OpenFlow switch will work
as being directly connected, as depicted in the Figure 3.
The forwarding graph in an OpenFlow based network can
be discovered by using the Link Layer Discovery Protocol
(LLDP) [26]. Briefly, LLDP is a link layer protocol used
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the bridge is added to the switch and established a register in
the controller. Both switches (machines) use a GRE because
it offers a tunnel, by simulating a link between two network
nodes, and this is done by using an IP address (then attending
to the initial proposal). Atop of it, the OVS itself is already
capable of creating this kind of tunnel internally thus the
process is finished by adding the GRE tunnel in the same
bridge of the controller.

Figure 4. Operator Network

by network devices for informing their identity on a local
area network (LAN). The forwarding graph contains all of
the OpenFlow switches that are directly connected. However,
the legacy infrastructure contains several middleboxes between
the switches. These switches are also geographically scattered
along the network infrastructure.
Therefore, it was necessary to solve this issue to have
all switches directly connected in a virtual way. The adopted
solution was to create a tunnel using the Generic Routing
Encapsulation (GRE) protocol [27] in order to forward the
LLDP frames. The GRE protocol is very popular due to its
simplicity and compatibility. GRE is a tunneling protocol that
can encapsulate, among other things, the link layer protocols
inside a virtual point-to-point link over an IP network. Thus, it
was possible to create a virtual network of OpenFlow switches
directly connected over the operator IP network, according to
Figure 4.
Thus, the tunnel creation could interconnect the OpenFlow switches. However, the telecom operator does not have
OpenFlow capable switches deployed on the infrastructure.
Replacing current switches is not a feasible alternative. To
overcome this, Open vSwitch (OVS) was used. Although this
brings a new requirement for the deployment, OVS can be
easily installed in commodity hardware at customer premises.
OVS is an open-source implementation of a virtual multilayer
switch and support multiple protocols and standards including
some OpenFlow versions.
In the end, the virtual switches, based on OVS, where
scattered along the network and interconnected using GRE
tunnels. The DTSA acts as the OpenFlow controller of these
switches.
The deployment was based on the most recent version of
the software components of ETArch. The components were
installed in servers located inside the Operator network. In
the first stages, PCs using Ubuntu Linux (14.04) operating
systems played the role of each customer’s equipment. On each
PC, OVS was installed and a new bridge interface (br0) was
created. This bridge interface can be used also for data plane
and for the control plane in order to communicate with the
DTSA.
From the moment this process is realized in both machines,
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V. R ESULTS
To meet the initially proposed objectives, the verification
may be done by the assembly of the network structure and by
the execution of an application specifically developed for the
ETArch architecture.
The first scan mode is based on the application of ETArch
controller which asks every registered switch to send LLDP as
a regular package. This proceeding is very important for the
network mapping itself because it signals what are the most
important options and the paths between them.
In this way, the controller can take a complete view of
the network. A packet monitoring tool (tcpdump) has been
used to observe the exchange of information between switches,
specifically the LLDP messages, encapsulated in GRE packets
as mentioned before, as shown in Figure 5.
Such information indicates that these options are virtually
adjacent; which means that the legacy structure remains present
in the network lab, transparently, where it was initially deployed, which did not require considerable changes in the usual
practices within the carrier.
Upon confirmation of adequate controller setup, the
switches (machines) were transferred to MetroEthernet environment, where it obtained a valid IP. Every customer has
been connected by using the existing network, meaning that
customers would be connected to each other by the controller
and network elements such as switches, DSLAMs and the
access modems. For the construction of GRE tunnels, the
OVSs must have a valid IP and therefore the customer must
send the Ethernet over the Point-to-Point Protocol (PPPoE)
frames to the ISP.
The OVSs setup process is repeated by replacing the
previous IPs, by the one obtained on the new network, and
thus all the legacy structures are transparent for the control
and connection between customers. LLDP packets and their
respective answers are inspected to check whether this phase
of the process has been successful.

Figure 5. Monitoring LLDP
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Figure 6. Running Chat

A chat application is invoked to prove that the deployed
environment, which involves entities and other ETArch communications concepts[28], is working properly (even though it
is using non-traditional TCP/IP protocols).
The chat application has been developed in Python and
invoked directly on a command line interface, by passing
parameters as entity titles and Workspace. By invoking them
(chats) on both machines, each one by its title, it was found
that, according to the concept defined in the ETArch architecture, both applications could share the specified workspace
(W1), as it can be seen in Figure 6. It allows validate the
implementation and shows the results obtained by the new
architecture in the proposed environment.
VI. C ONCLUDING R EMARKS AND F UTURE W ORK
This work presented the deployment of ETArch, a clean
slate network architecture, over the production network of
a telecom operator. In order to test and experiment this
deployment, a chat application was used. This application is
based on ETArch concepts such as Workspaces, Entities and
Titles enabling the use of a new protocol stack between end
users over the legacy networks.
In this process, the physical infrastructure was kept in
place and only software based framework where added to the
infrastructure. In the end user side, a software based OpenFlow
switch was introduced and on the operator side, the DTSA, the
entity responsible for the control plane of ETArch.
As a future work there are several previewed fronts such
as increasing the number of customers and switches, the
deployment of new applications based on ETArch workspaces
in order to show its efficiency in areas such as video streaming
and finally the withdraw of some network elements from the
legacy network.
We are confident that this deployment will bring facilities
and dynamism to researchers facing the Future Internet’s evolution and it can enable new types of services and applications
which can be offered by the operator to their customers,
helping to bring Future Internet research into reality.
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